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E pluribus unum 

 This Latin phrase is more important than the words on 

United States currency; it is an ideal of what this country was built 
on. “Out of many, one.” In terms of origins, it seems there are 

many, but it seems more likely that the phrase refers to Cicero's 

paraphrase of Pythagoras in his De Officiis, as part of his 
discussion of basic family and social bonds as the origin of 

societies and states: “When each person loves the other as much as 

himself, it makes one out of many (unus fiat ex pluribus), as 
Pythagoras wishes things to be in friendship.” 

 However, there’s an important corollary here that I want to 
discuss, and it doesn’t have to do with the founding of our nation, 

but rather, how our fraternity was instituted. We all know that 

England just came off the massive 300
th
 anniversary of the 

founding of the first grand lodge, and it is really there that our 

discussion begins. Although lodges existed, in some cases quite a 

long time, before the formation of the grand lodge, they recognized 
that organizing was prudent for the government of a burgeoning 

society. The same is true, in the 150 years thereafter which saw the 

rise of grand lodges in the United States and governing bodies of 
the Scottish Rite, General Grand Chapter, General Grand Chapter, 

and Grand Encampment of Knights Templar. More importantly, 

this happened in the individual states that drew like-minded 
brethren together who belonged to differing chapters, and they 

formed their state governing bodies. Such is the case in 1826, when 

three local Templar bodies met together to create the Grand 
Encampment of New Hampshire. They entered as three separate, 

they left as one whole.  

 Not many of us were around back then (that’s a joke), but in 
truth, not many of us have been around at the creation of something 

“new” in Masonry either. A few of us have, and it’s usually an 

invigorating process, one that involves planning, vision, and 

usually, a whole lot of camaraderie.  
 Therein lies the point: out of many…one. Our Grand 

Commandery was formed by several subordinate commanderies 

coming together to create a grand body to oversee chivalric, 

Christian Masonry in New Hampshire. Our first Grand Commander 

(Grand Master at the time) was John Harris, (the same John Harris 

who served as Grand High Priest at the inception of our Grand 
Chapter, the same John Harris who served as Grand Master of 

Masons in New Hampshire, who served in public life as a judge, 
chairman of the state’s capitol committee that recommended it be 

seated in Concord, and much, much more) and he served us ably 

before the dark times of the Morgan affair. He was a man of high 
esteem both in his public and private life, though he was sometimes 

seen as a bit reclusive given that he “could not frequently attend 

social sittings and indulge small talk” according to volume VII of 
the Granite Monthly. That he devoted much of his life to the Craft 

in New Hampshire is a historic footnote; that he devoted so much 

time to the formation of grand bodies within our state is more than 
just a footnote. It means he subscribed to the belief that out of many 

comes one whole, for the better of society.  

 This is an important message Sir Knights. We have begun 
our work of inspections, and it is when six commanderies come 

together and work together. We put aside whatever personalities 

may emerge and do the work for the better of the whole. Until such 
a time when our commanderies can stand on their own again, we 

must do this; not just for the sake of doing work, but for the sake of 

keeping our orders alive. It is important to remember that our 
orders mean more than anyone’s ego…our orders reinforce the 

most important commandment given to us by Christ: to Love God 

with our whole heart, soul, and mind and Love our neighbor as 
ourselves. That’s the point of our orders, and that’s the point of our 

Masonic E pluribus unum. 
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